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Introduction
India is the second largest global 
market by population (1.4B) and 
almost half of the population 
(43%) used the internet in 2020. 
The country’s internet and digital 
media consumption is predicted  
to grow to reach 680 million  
internet users and 470 million 
digital video users by 2023.

Despite the progress in internet 
connectivity and a surge of  
digital video users, relatively little 
has been written about the trends 
shaping the video streaming 
market in India or about the 
audiences streaming the content.

As streaming becomes a 
permanent fixture in India’s  
media landscape, Magnite  
is taking an in-depth look at  
video streaming viewership  
in the country. 

This report details user 
consumption patterns and  
outlines the opportunities for 
advertisers to utilise India’s  
video streaming ecosystem in  
their marketing strategies and 
media plans.

We hope this helps you better 
understand the streaming 
landscape in one of the most 
exciting and diverse global 
markets. Please reach out to us  
to continue the conversation.

Please see page 21 for details on the Methodology.

SEAN BUCKLEY  
CHIEF REVENUE OFFICER,  
MAGNITE
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Mobile is the top streaming device, but time 
spent streaming on Connected TV is growing
In India, 88% use mobile devices to stream video content, 
making it the most used device, commanding on average 
almost 9 hours of viewing time per week. 

However, while Connected TVs are used less frequently by 
streamers than mobile devices (59%) , viewers spend on 
average 8 hours per week streaming content on a big screen.

Ads on streaming platforms capture more 
attention than video ads on social
Streamers are much more likely to pay attention to ads  
shown on streaming platforms (64%) than they are to ads 
shown on social media (18%) or websites (18%).

Across streaming platforms, streamers pay more attention  
to ads tailored to their needs and lifestyle.

Streaming is the preferred medium to watch  
TV content for connected audiences
Most connected audiences (66%) opt to use streaming 
services versus only 34% who prefer to watch via traditional TV. 

The majority (75%) are streaming more video content now 
than one year ago, and (66%) expect to stream more video 
content in the near future.

Live streaming is moving into the mainstream
Nearly all streamers (86%) said they watch live content  
through streaming platforms, with streaming particularly 
prevalent across news, sports, and reality content. 

Live streamers also have a higher ad receptivity than their 
counterparts, enabling advertisers to reach a highly engaged 
audience at scale and at a specific time.

Free or ad-supported content is preferred  
to paying for an ad-free experience
More streamers (4 in 5) either prefer to get free, ad-supported 
content or some ad-supported content for a reduced fee  
than to pay for an ad-free experience (1 in 5). 

There is also a clear acceptance of ads by viewers in exchange 
for quality content, with streamers happy to view up to  
8.3 minutes of advertising per hour on paid platforms and  
10.7 minutes on free streaming platforms.

Key  
findings 3

41

52
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Who are 
India’s video 
streamers?
In India, streamers are young, educated, tech-savvy,  
and live in urban areas in households with children.

Streamers spend more time streaming video content than 
they do watching video content on social, User Generated 
Content (UGC), e.g. YouTube, and traditional TV.

Mobile is the preferred device to access streaming  
content with most viewers reporting a positive viewing 
experience on smartphones.

Almost three-quarters of the Indian adult population  
with internet access living in urban areas are streaming  
video content.
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of people who live in urban 
areas with internet access 
are streamers (aged 16-74)

72%

When watching with someone else, streamers most often 
do so through CTV with their spouse/partners or children, 
but co-viewing habits vary greatly by age and gender.

Streaming Audience Profile:

In India, streamers skew younger 
than traditional TV viewers. Overall, 
they are educated, tech-savvy, 
and live in the country's major 

metro areas. 65% of streamers 
have children in the household, 
with an average age of 36.5 years 
versus 38 years for non-streamers.

Overall higher online engagement across multiple activities
 → Music streaming: 78% vs 42% for non-streamers 
 → Gaming: 59% vs 33% for non-streamers
 → Online news: 67% vs 48% for non-streamers

Reside in households where the primary wage-earner  
is a graduate or post-graduate

 → 84% vs 73% for non-streamers

More likely to live in big cities and major metro areas
 → 45% vs 32% for non-streamers

Age

Marital Status

Region

Gender

Household Size

Tiers

16 – 17

MARRIED

25 – 34

LIVING WITH PARTNER

45 – 54

WIDOWED

18 – 24

SINGLE, NEVER MARRIED

35 – 44

ENGAGED

55 – 64

SEPARATED

65 – 74

DIVORCED
NION/CIVIL PARTNERSHIP

<1%

31%

17%

18%

23%

8%

3%

MALE
52%

FEMALE
47%

NOT LISTED/
PREFER NOT  
TO ANSWER
1%

SOUTH
31%

NORTH
29%

WEST
26%

EAST
15%

TIER 1
45%

TIER 2
27%

TIER 4
21%

TIER 3
8%

TIER 1:  
BIG METROS

TIER 2: 
MINI METROS

TIER 3, 4: 
SMALL TOWNS

65% 
HAVE CHILDREN 

UNDER 18 
YEARS OLD 

LIVING IN THE 
HOUSEHOLD

70%

2%

1%

26%

1%

<1%
<1%
<1%

ONE

THREE

FIVE

TWO

FOUR

SIX OR MORE

4%

24%

22%

6%

31%

13%
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There is a large degree of overlap 
between those who stream video 
content and those who engage 
with other media. Heavy streamers 
also  spend more time watching 

video content across traditional 
TV, UGC, and social networks. 
These statistics also show that time 
spent streaming video in India is 
comparable with viewers in the US.

hours is the total 
amount of time 
streamers spend 
watching video 
content per week

66

(not accounting for overlap caused by multi-screening)

Average time spent streaming video:  
18.5 hours per week.

Linear TV 
(Among qualified streamers)

AVG. HRS./DAY 
(WEEKDAY): 2.1

AVG. # OF HOURS/WEEK: 16.2

AVG. HRS./DAY 
(WEEKEND): 2.9

22 HRS/WEEK OR MORE

7 TO LESS THAN 15

LESS THAN 5

15 TO LESS THAN 22

5 TO LESS THAN 7

NONE

23%

45%

4%

21%

4%

5%

Video Streaming 

(Among qualified streamers)

AVG. HRS./DAY 
(WEEKDAY): 2.4

AVG. # OF HOURS/WEEK: 18.5

AVG. HRS./DAY 
(WEEKEND): 3.4

22 HRS/WEEK OR MORE

7 TO LESS THAN 15

15 TO LESS THAN 22

5 TO LESS THAN 7

27%

43%

26%

4%

Social Networking 

(Among qualified streamers)

AVG. HRS./DAY 
(WEEKDAY): 2.1

AVG. # OF HOURS/WEEK: 16.4

AVG. HRS./DAY 
(WEEKEND): 2.9

22 HRS/WEEK OR MORE

7 TO LESS THAN 15

LESS THAN 5

15 TO LESS THAN 22

5 TO LESS THAN 7

NONE

23%

44%

4%

17%

3%

9%

User-Generated Content 

(Among qualified streamers)

AVG. HRS./DAY 
(WEEKDAY): 2.1

AVG. # OF HOURS/WEEK: 16.0

AVG. HRS./DAY 
(WEEKEND): 2.8

22 HRS/WEEK OR MORE

7 TO LESS THAN 15

LESS THAN 5

15 TO LESS THAN 22

5 TO LESS THAN 7

NONE

21%

51%

6%

17%

4%

1%
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Maintaining the mobile-first 
market trend across Asia, mobile 
is the device of choice for Indian 
streamers, with 9 in 10 using a 
mobile device to watch video 
content. With mobile demanding 
the majority of streamers’ time, 
88% of viewers reported a 
positive viewing experience on 
smartphones, comparable to 
the 87% that reported a positive 

viewing experience on TV  
screens, busting the myth that  
CTV offers advertisers a superior 
advertising environment. 
Advertisers should take note 
of audiences' positive viewing 
experience on mobile, carefully 
considering their investment 
strategy across screens of all 
sizes to engage their audience 
wherever they choose to watch.

use a mobile 
device to 
stream video 
content

90%
Devices Used to Stream  
Video Content 
(Among qualified streamers)

Time Spent Streaming on Devices 
– Avg # of Hours/Week  
(Among those who stream on 
each device)

MOBILE PHONE/
SMARTPHONE

10%

6%

SMART TV

STANDARD TV WITH 
A CONNECTED 

STREAMING DEVICE

LAPTOP

TABLET/iPAD

DESKTOP

STANDARD TV WITH 
GAME CONSOLE

88%

62%

59%

29%

28%

4.9

3.5

8.9

5.5

7.4

3.8

3.6

  Mobile also led in the amount of time spent  
streaming on each device, with a reported average  
of 8.9 hours per week.
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Subscription fatigue is rising, with consumers reaching  
their threshold for stacked subscriptions.

Streaming across ad-supported content is expected  
to grow significantly in the near future.

Consumers prefer to watch free or some ad-supported 
content rather than pay for an ad-free experience.

Consumer 
attitudes to 
ad-supported 
video streaming
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Among streamers in India, the 
disposition to ad-supported 
streaming is strong, with free 
or some ad-supported content 
preferred by 4 in 5 streamers 
rather than paying for an ad-free 
experience (1 in 5).  

The average number of services 
used by streamers in India is 5. 
Of the 5 services, 3 are free ad-
supported, 2 are ad-supported 
paid subscription services, and 1  
is a ad-free paid subscription. 73% of streamers are happy to see ads in return  

for quality programming.

80%
prefer to watch  
ad-supported 
content rather 
than pay for an  
ad-free 
experience

Ad-Supported Streaming Services 

(Among qualified streamers)

TOTAL NET AVOD*

YOUTUBE  
(FREE VERSION  

WITH ADS)

TOTAL NET AVOD, 
SERVICES OTHER 

THAN YOUTUBE (FREE 
VERSION WITH ADS)/
FACEBOOK WATCH**

FACEBOOK WATCH

*Total qualified streamers who use at least one AVOD service
**Total qualified streamers who use at least one AVOD service that is not Facebook Watch/ 
YouTube (free version with ads)

90%

52%

80%

36%
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Among those who expect to add 
a new streaming service, 60% 
intend to add an ad-supported 
option. On the contrary, 43% of 
streamers reported cancelling a 

subscription in the past 12 months. 
The most common reasons driving 
subscription churn were having too 
many services or the service not 
offering good value for money.

60%
intend to add an 
ad-supported 
streaming 
service in the 
next 6 months

Type of New Service to Be Added 

(Among those who are likely to add/subscribe to a new service)

PAID STREAMING 
SERVICE WITHOUT ADS 

40%

AD-SUPPORTED 
60%
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With streamers only willing to pay 
for an average of 2.2 subscriptions, 
corresponding to approximately 
Rs. 281 (approx $3.50 USD) per 
service, there is no indication that 
streamers are prepared to pay  
for more services in the future. 

With subscription fatigue kicking  
in and economic factors squeezing 
wallets, new SVOD services may 
only be added at the expense of 
existing ones, making more space 
for AVOD viewership to accelerate 
further. Streamers who watch free ad-supported content 

are more likely to view more content and add new 
subscriptions in the near future than those who pay  
for ad-free programming.

2.2
The average 
number of 
streaming services 
consumers are 
willing to pay to use

Total Monthly Payment as a Subscription Fee for All Their SVOD Services 

(Among those who pay for standalone subscriptions)

LESS THAN RS. 200

RS. 400 –599

OVER RS. 999

RS. 200 –399

RS. 800 –999

RS. 600 –799

I DON'T KNOW 1%

24%

17%

17%

16%

18%

7%
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Overall, consumers are happy with the advertising  
experience across streaming content.

Ads on streaming platforms are powerful drivers of  
full-funnel marketing from awareness to purchase.

Video ads on streaming platforms command more  
attention than video ads across other media.

Streaming 
video ads 
deliver stronger 
results
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Streaming platforms deliver 
better advertising engagement 
than other media with streamers 
reporting that they are more 

attentive to ads on streaming 
platforms (64%) than they are to 
video ads across social channels 
(18%) or websites (18%).

64%
pay the most 
attention to ads on 
streaming services 
– more than 3x the 
attention driven  
by video ads on 
social or websites

Where Most Likely to Pay Attention to Video Ads (Ranked 1st) 

(Among qualified streamers)

Ads on internet streaming services were more likely 
to be ranked 1st among the following groups and their 
counterparts:

Live streamers
 → 66% vs 54% for non-live streamers

Those who stream on a tablet
 → 70% vs 67% for TV and 64% for phone

Tech Savvy
 → 61% vs 49% for Tech Laggard

Those with children in household
 → 67% vs 59% for no children in household

INTERNET  
STREAMING SERVICES 

64%

WEBSITES/ 
BROWSING THE INTERNET  

(NOT SOCIAL MEDIA) 
18%

SOCIAL MEDIA 
18%
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A superior advertising experience 
is critical to delivering audience 
attention. Streamers (77%) 
reported being very or somewhat 
satisfied with the advertising 
experience across all streaming 

services, while their satisfaction 
with the ad experience on linear 
TV was lower (72%). Additionally, 
ad attention is higher for streaming 
platforms than linear TV.

Advertisers are encouraged to advertise with care.  
Too many ads, or too much repetition of the same ads, could cause 
streamers to abandon the stream. 77 percent of streamers say  
they would stop watching if there are too many ads.

are satisfied 
with the 
streaming 
advertising 
experience

77% STREAMING SERVICES

Satisfaction with Advertising Experience Across Media 
(Among those who watch or subscribe to AVOD services /  
those who social network / those who watch linear TV)

3%6%14%36%41%

77%

SOCIAL MEDIA

3%6%13%38%39%

77%

LINEAR TV

4%6%17%40%33%

73%

Magnite solves for frequency capping and competitive 
separation with Advanced Ad Pods to deliver a quality 
experience for viewers and advertisers alike.

VERY  
SATISFIED

NEITHER  
SATISFIED NOR 
DISSATISFIED

SOMEWHAT  
SATISFIED

SOMEWHAT  
DISSATISFIED

VERY  
DISSATISFIED
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Advertising across streaming 
platforms delivers more audience 
engagement and attention, with 
61% of streamers using their mobile 
device to search for products 
from ads and shows. Streaming 
platforms are a powerful driver 
of audience behaviours, with 
streamers more likely to shop online 
(85%) than non-streamers (64%).

With consumers active across 
multiple channels and devices, 
it is critical for advertisers to 
engage audiences across multiple 
touchpoints and reinforce 
messages and influence outcomes. Personalisation is a key factor in driving engagement, 

with 76% of streamers paying more attention to ads 
that are personalised to their lifestyle and interests  
(e.g. runners are served ads for running shoes).

93%
of streamers have 
responded to ads 
shown to them while 
streaming, with  
33% going on to  
make a purchase

Actions Taken After Seeing Ads 

(Among those who watch or subscribe to AVOD services)

SEARCHED FOR THE PRODUCT/
SERVICE ONLINE

PURCHASED THE PRODUCT/
SERVICE ADVERTISED

READ REVIEWS ABOUT THE 
PRODUCT/SERVICE ADVERTISED

CLICKED ON THE AD

INTERACTED WITH THE AD

VISITED THE WEBSITE OF THE 
PRODUCT/SERVICE ADVERTISED

FOLLOWED THE BRAND  
ON SOCIAL MEDIA

POSTED/SHARED THE PRODUCT/
SERVICE ADVERTISED ON 

SOCIAL MEDIA

TALKED ABOUT THE PRODUCT/
SERVICE ADVERTISED WITH 

FAMILY/FRIENDS/COWORKERS

VISITED THE BRAND'S RETAIL 
STORE LOCATION

NONE OF THE ABOVE/I HAVE 
NOT TAKEN ANY ACTIONS

48%

43%

42%

40%

33%

33%

32%

32%

28%

7%

27%
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Streaming 
video content 
consumption

Content quality is the key driver for streamers to  
choose streaming platforms over traditional TV.

Streaming is now the preferred way to watch  
live content and events.

Streaming content is on the rise, with consumers  
streaming more content than one year ago.
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Consumers enjoy the flexibility and 
control that streaming provides, 
along with access to original 
programming, favourite shows, 
and the choice to watch locally 
produced or international content. 

Most streamers watch both local 
and international content, with  
a higher proportion reporting that 
they watch more local content 
than international. Using Magnite’s technology, publishers can securely 

share valuable content metadata with buyers to enrich 
programmatic deal targeting – helping advertisers to 
match ad content with show content to deliver more 
relevant ads to viewers.

75%
are streaming 
more content 
than one year 
ago

Genres Watched Most Often From Streaming Services 

(Among qualified streamers)

COMEDY

SCI-FI/FANTASY

MUSICAL

ACTION

DRAMA

SUPERHERO

SUSPENSE/THRILLER

HORROR

ANIMATION

ROMANCE

CRIME

DOCUMENTARY

OTHER

48%

24%

17%

34%

21%

13%

34%

23%

14%

31%

20%

12%

1%
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With the global boom in live 
streaming, internet-enabled  
live viewing is also making its  
mark in India, with streamers 
beginning to fully embrace  
ad-supported live streaming 
across content genres. 

Streaming is now the  
preferred way to watch live 
programming, with streamers 
watching more live content on 
streaming platforms (86%)  
than on traditional TV (57%). 

Live streaming is especially 
prevalent across news (59%),  
sports (55%), and reality shows 
(53%) with mobile emerging  
as the preferred device to stream  
live content.

As TV viewing continues to shift 
from linear to streaming platforms, 
India’s live-streaming audience 
will only grow, presenting a unique 
opportunity for advertisers to 
reach highly engaged audiences 
at scale and in the moment, 
wherever they are watching.

Live events capture viewers’ emotions, which is 
reflected in live streamers’ higher receptivity to 
advertising than non-live-streamers (66% for  
live streamers vs 54% for non-live streamers).

86%
are streaming 
live content 
and events

How Live Content is Watched 

(Among qualified streamers)

Types of Live Content Streamed 

(Among those who stream live content)

NET:  
STREAM LIVE CONTENT 
86%

NET:  
WATCH LIVE CONTENT ON LINEAR TV 
57%

LIVE STREAMING ON MOBILE PHONE/TABLET

NATIONAL NEWS

INTERNATIONAL NEWS

NATIONAL SPORTS

PRIMETIME SHOWS

INTERNATIONAL SPORTS

AWARDS SHOWS

REALITY SHOWS

CONCERTS/CEREMONIES
OTHER

55%

5%

<1%

3%

LIVE STREAMING ON DESKTOP/ 
LAPTOP COMPUTER

OTHER

LIVE CONTENT THROUGH CABLE/ 
SATELITE TV SUBSCRIPTION

LIVE CONTENT ON FREE-TO-AIR CHANNELS

LIVE STREAMING ON TV

I DO NOT WATCH ANY LIVE CONTENT

1%

60%

39%

38%

59%
55%
55%

53%
47%

41%
37%

30%
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Summary

Next Steps for 
Advertisers

The outlook for video streaming 
viewership in India is strong, driven 
by a preference for ad-supported 
content alongside an increased 
appetite for streaming live 
content. While mobile viewership 
is positioned to remain dominant, 
viewership across CTV is gaining 
ground as smart TV ownership 
increases and access to the 
internet grows more affordable. 
The power of streaming video is 

being realised – by its ability to 
deliver advertising messages with 
more precision and drive greater 
post-exposure action than other 
forms of media. As India’s video 
streaming market continues to 
gain momentum, Magnite is looking 
forward to working alongside the 
industry to support the next phase 
of growth and help realise the full 
potential for media owners and 
advertisers alike.

Ready to kick off your next 
video streaming campaign?
Get in touch with our team to 
learn more about how to tap into 
Magnite’s network of premium 
inventory and the powerful 
technology and tools at your 
disposal to help you reach more 
of the audiences you care about 
more efficiently.

PRIYANKA BAJAJ 
HEAD OF DEMAND FACILITATION – ASIA 
MAGNITE  
PRIYANKA@MAGNITE.COM
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Methodology

About Magnite

Our methodology was simple. We 
asked video streamers a series of 
questions regarding their viewing 
habits and opinions. Magnite 
commissioned Dynata, a world-
renowned research partner, to 
conduct a survey of 2,500 viewers 
aged 16-74, who declared that 

they watched a minimum of 7 
hours of any TV/video content a 
week, with at least 5 hours per 
week of streaming video content. 
The results provided a nationally 
representative streaming sample. 

Survey time frame: September 2022

We’re Magnite (NASDAQ: MGNI), 
the world’s largest independent 
sell-side advertising platform. 
Publishers use our technology to 
monetise their content across all 
screens and formats, including 
CTV, online video, display, and 
audio. The world’s leading 
agencies and brands trust our 
platform to access brand-safe, 
high-quality ad inventory and 

execute billions of advertising 
transactions each month. In 
April 2021, we acquired SpotX to 
further enhance our CTV business 
and better help our clients in this 
rapidly growing market. Anchored 
in sunny Los Angeles, bustling New 
York City, mile-high Denver, historic 
London, and down under in Sydney, 
Magnite has offices across North 
America, EMEA, LATAM, and APAC.

MAGNITE.COM   
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